
Cereal Box Book Report

After you read The Miraculous Journey of Edward
Tulane by Kate Dicamillo, it’s time for a Cereal Box
Book Report! Using an empty cereal box, complete
your report following these directions. Look at both
pages included here!

Entire box: Cover the box with a large sheet of white or light colored paper.
Wrap it like a present!  Get an adult to help you with this part if you are
unsure.

Front of Box: Think of a name for your cereal that is closely related to the
plot or theme of our novel. For example, if this were over Charlotte’s Web,
your cereal might be called  “Some Pig Puffs” or “Wilbur O’s”. Design the
front of your box to be colorful, neat, and creative. It should illustrate what
the cereal looks like and include a picture of a related prize. For example,
“Some Pig Puffs” could include a toy spider car!

Back of Box: Include a game or puzzle! Design a crossword puzzle, word
search, maze, word scramble…be creative! Make sure the game relates to
the book.

Right Side: Neatly write a summary of the novel on a separate sheet of
paper including the main problem and solution. This should be horizontal
(the box would be on its side to read it) and fit on the side of the box. Add
color if you want! Glue it on the right side when you are finished.

Left Side: On a separate sheet of paper, neatly write the setting and main
characters . The main character and setting should also have a brief
description. This should be vertical (the box would be standing up to read
it) and fit on the side of the box. Glue it on when you are done.

Top of box: Include the title and author here. Rate this book from one star
(pretty awful) to five stars (the best you’ve ever read!).

https://www.amazon.com/Miraculous-Journey-Edward-Tulane/dp/0763680907/ref=sr_1_1?crid=18XJPTIRPNHF8&keywords=miraculous+journey+of+edward+tulane+by+kate+dicamillo&qid=1652358290&s=books&sprefix=miracul%2Cstripbooks%2C106&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Miraculous-Journey-Edward-Tulane/dp/0763680907/ref=sr_1_1?crid=18XJPTIRPNHF8&keywords=miraculous+journey+of+edward+tulane+by+kate+dicamillo&qid=1652358290&s=books&sprefix=miracul%2Cstripbooks%2C106&sr=1-1
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